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SUMMARY OF SIGNIKCANT RESULTS
No comprehensive review of current research dealing with land
use surveys involving orbital remote sensing techniques has been published
since Nunally (1970 considered investigations up to 1972. The reviewtreats
techniques of preprocessing, interpretation, classification and ground truth
sampling. It has shown up the need for a low-cost, low-level technology,
viable, operational methodology to replace the emphasis given in the U.S.A.
to machine processing, which many developing countries cannot afford, under-
stand nor implement. Such a proposed methodology will be given in the final
contractors report, to be submitted to NASA in October 1976.
(All references in this paper can be found in the bibliograph^ of the final
contractor's report)
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3.	 REVIEW OF LAND USE SURVEYS USING OPBITAL IMAGERY	 7 M 3 S. A
	3.1
	 INTRODUCTION
As far as can be ascertained, no comprehensive review of current
research dealing with land use surveys involving orbital remote sensing
techniques has been published since Nunnally ( 1974) considered investigation
up to and including 1972. His article included details of rese": ^h that
only involved preliminary assessment of Landeat data. Therefore, it is
apparent that this type of review is presently necessary in order to bring
together the main "threads" of world-wide research but it is beyond the
scope of this present study to detail all of the wide-ranging applications
that have emerged during the last three years. The major consideration
will involve the utilization of imagery obtained from orbital multi-spectral 	 I
y
scanners in small scale rural land use surveys in developing countries.
a
However, in order to avoid the confusion that often occurs in current	 1
a
t
terminology it is necessary to indicate the precise meaning of land use
surveys in the context of this research. 	 i
3.191. SMALL SCALE PUPAL LANDUS- SLD'V!.YS
The term "small scale rural land use survey" refers to the grouping
of the spatial distribution of land use into distinct categories at a
particular time. Due to the small scale (i.e. 1:200,000 or smaller), urban
I
areas may be distinguished brit are usually not examined in depth. The major
1
emphasis is placed on the uses to which man assigns various parts of the
rural areas. The overall aim is not oo produce ? detailed description of
all the items that give a certain region its particular ch p racter or try to
offer a detailed explanation of the factors affecting the spatial distribution
of land use both within and between different parts of the region.
Generalised land use categories are determined rather than a complete enumera-
tion which normally involves the detailed collection and description of land-
use characteristics in terms of type and areal extent. Thus, the final
small scale rural land use map is a generalised cartographic representation
of the ways in which msn has utilised the surface of the earth at a
I	 I
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particular time and these uses have been influenced by the interaction of
environmental, technological, economic, social and political factors but
no attempt is made to explain the extent of this interaction.
The level of accuracy of interpretation of land use from orbital
imagery is a function of the type and quality of imagery, scale, spatial
resolution, time of acquisition and the interpreter's knowledge of the
area. These, in turn, affect the complexity of the land use classification
system that can be used and, in fact, affect the whole nature and approach
of the survey. The dominant purpose behind the production of small scale
rural land use maps is to nroduce rapid cartographic descriptions of large
parts of the earth's surface. These maps may be used for a variety of
purposes such as the initial reconnaissance of ar area that has been poorly
mapped or, in other areas, as a record of the land use characteristics of
the region at a particular time. Consequently, there is a marked difference
between the small scale land use surveying techniques used in this study
r
and those used in other types of land use surveys e.g. land use inventories,
integrated land systems surveys and landscape studies.
3.1.2. RTTRAI.. L Yr) IN7 IN'r'P 'nri7s
The major aim of rural land use inventories is to carry out a complete
enumeration of all the land within a particular region. They provide
1
detailed informntion about the type, acreage and distribution of land use
that is essential for efficient regional ;Manning and management but they
are time-consuming and expensive to produce. Originally, data were collected
by census interviews or field mapping as well Ps information obtained from
various statistical agencies, mail questionnaires, aad specific sample surveys.
Later, vertical aerial photograohs were added to the data sources and
#	 permitted the rapid location and quantification of ce,tain land use
characteristics (Coppock, 1)03; iainey and ')ill, 1)70). Unfortunotely, the
current level of automatic interpretation and the relatively poor spatial
I
.,
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resolution and subsequent small-scale mapping limitations of orbital
multi-spectral scanning imagery cannot provide the detailed information
required for land use inventory surveys. This is particularly obvious
with LANDSAT 1 and 2 data where spatial resolution is approximately 80
metres and the identification and classification of rural land use cirn only
be established under relatively broad categories with large fields and not
individual small fields or small holdings. However, orbital imagery can
provide valuable :assistance in the form of rapid synoptic coverage of
large regions which cannot be achieved by conventional vertical aerial
photography. Many attempts have been made to develop computer assisted
automatic land inventory systems  using orbital imagery with varying levels
of success. Roberts (1775) reports that considerable improvement in both
data acquisition and processing will be necessary before orbital MSS data
can be used operationally. The following references provide a general
cross -section of the nature of this type of investigation:-
Allen (075), Bizzell et al (1775), Bankston (073), Chase et al
(1774), Carlson et al (1774), Draeger and Benson ( 1972), Hall et al (1974),
Haralick and Shanim.igam (1)74) Hoffer (1775), Horton and Heilman (1973),E
Johnson and Coleman (1)73), Jones, C. (074), Kriegler et al (1)72),
Lundelius et al (177'3 ), ciooneyhan (197-7), Mower (072), Owen-&ones (1975),
Ratti and t:apozza (1)74), Richardson et al (1974), Roberta (1775), Savigear
(1975), Shelton (1974), Simonett (1774), Sweet and Pincura (1774), Thomson
(1973), Tunnetti and Montzer (074).
'..1.3. INTRGRAT3) LJ1N 7) SYSTEM; Si]RVYS
An integrated land systems method was developed by the Australian
C.S.I.R.O. Division of Land Research in ordar to carry out preliminary
aurveys of land resources in t^L ;northern Territory, N.11. Queensland, the
northern Part of Weseeen Australia do(1PPapun (Young, 1)71). Details about
the concepts of these surveys have been well-documented by Ilaantjans (1)65)
and Christian and Stewart (1968). According to Blake and Paijmans (1973)
i
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a "land system" was initially defined as an area or group of areas throughout
which there was a recurring pattern of topography, soils and vegetation.
But, as the vertical aerial photographs became readily available they
became the major information source for the recognition and delineation of
the land systems. "The recurrence of a number of (land) units within a
land system in a regular pattern gives rise to a distinctive pattern on
the aerial photograph" (Christian and Stewart, 1468). The surveys have been
accomplished by a te p+m usually consisting of a geomor.phologist, plant
ecologist and pedologist who delineated preliminary land systems on the
basis of air photo interpretation which was followed by field checking.
After the field check, the data from the team members was integrated and
descriptions of the systems and their. sub-systems (or land units) together
with an assessment of their capabilities Fani resources were published.
The C.S.I.P.O. integrated land systems approach due to its rapidity
and comp pratively low cost has been adapted and used in a number of countries
and the British Directorate of Overseas Surveys Iand Resources Divisions
use essentially the same method for planning agriculturrl development in
extensive, unsurveyed regions (Mitchell, 1973). Similar methods of landscape
evaluation have Leen developed in U.S.S.R. and Canada since World War 11
but use different terminology.
A later ad.rptation of the C.S.I.n.n. method has been the landform
type riethod used in ast Papua which places more eanphasis on landforms and
rock types which are mapped by the geomorphologist mostly independently
from the plant ecologist. The same survey team stricture is maintained as
well ns the basic techniques using aerial photography and field data (Blake
:ind Paijmans, 1)73). 'fright (1172) also maintains that goemorphology can
provide the necessary classi er ' --ory frararwork which will permit the teaw
C
specialists to co-ordinate and extrapolate their finding and lie has
presented a detailed Account oaatlining the principl.as and problwiis involved
in devising the framework.
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Criticisms of the land systems approach have included the comments
that the technique of mapping patterns from aerial photogrnphs is too
subjective ns it mainly depends on the available field data Find the bias
of the individual members of the survey team. Also the systems and sub-
systems defined by the survey team are not classifications in the strict
I
I	 sense and do not rely on prescribed objective procedures for the grouping
of categories. This aspect, the critics claim, affects the reliability
of comparing land systems in one area with those in another area if they
have been determined by different survey teams. -mother criticism of
this anproach lies been levelled at the concentration on the description
of the physical environment compared to the brief eval,.iation sections
which contin no economic analysis. Furthermore, Young (1)7 1 ) reports
that the technique has been condemned by Davidson (1)(5), also on economic
gro-inds, because he believed that the teams were collecting information
which was »seless as an investu:ent gutle ant, therefore, a waste of
government money. Young also liscusses an areliment th?t ecology should
repla.e geomorphology as the basis for resolirce assessment so that the
effects of development on the ecosystem co , il.l be pre1ict,­.1. But he agrees
that, alth erigh there is -nerit in this anproach, the development of a
versatile survey procedure base .] on an ecological method has not yet
eventuated. Similrrly, Togers (1)71) stressed the need for an ecological
anproach to resource surveys ')ut did not offer any alvice on how it could
Ibe implemented.
4t the present time, it appears that orbital imagery has not been used
to nny extent in integrated land system or landform type surveys. Howard
(1)74) has stated that "the potenti-1 contribution 66 satellite iiangery to
integrated surveys in develo p ing countries is only beginning to be appreciated".
1(e claims that the major problem has been due largely to the resolution and
small scale of the orbital inagery and the difficulty of identification and
i
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he has proposed a list of hierarchical land-units that could be
incorporated in integrated surveys using orbital imagery.
The problem of identifying land units has been considered by van
Generen (1972, 1)73) who suggested that meaningful boundary delimitations
can be made on orbital imagery rising various image enhancer*ent techniques.
These have bee-, incorporated into an experimental procedure involving tlje
analysis of imagery using conventional visual photo-interpretation methods
and tested in the Murcia region of S.E.-.Spain.	 +
.1.4. ST RIT iN1 Y
Overall, the integrated land systems surveys 1, nve p layed an important
role in rapidly nroviding descriptions of underdeveloped regions. Rut,
the criticisms nbout +rhtch disci-line shoul-i he emnhasisel e. Q. gnomornhology,
ecology, economic anri the subinctive nature of the descrintion of lnn,i
systems -lo not iirictly affect t_l-,e nature_ of the delineation of honnrlaries
in small scale rural laiA +ise surveys being consi-iered in this investigation.
The major concern is to Hn_ntifv and clnsstfv the various ways in which
the srnrf.acn of the land is being +,ttilise4 at n narticulr.r time rather than A.-
a comnletn e_nurneration or -lescri tion of the region. iWiever, it is
interesting to note flint .Ale::an in.r (1)7 ) ! r s reoorte 1 thr t the CARETS
(Central Atlantic regional Ecological Test Site) invnstigatGrs of the
Geogra phic A n Aientions nr)^rir+, ' r .S. rleolof;icnl Serve^ have_ set un a basic
hvnothests of interdisciA inary regional an:11vsis In which land use at
least in a highly develonei region, is an indicator or resultant surface
expression of several interacting environmental nrocess^_s- Also tt,ev clai+.,
i
	 that of all the environmental an.l soc'.n economic nroeesses whie: contribute
1	 to the surface p atterns, lanl use is t'.ie one with lnta sets host accessible
to l.nndsat sensors. On this basin, thn CA1'ETS invest? -ntors }, n11 own that
rm.ote sensor derived data sets nni land +ise si;ould become t_he "hnsic data
entry ±nto a repionnl information s`,'ste'" ` + serve regional -, lnnners an(i
land managers". They also believe that tl+e •lividing of 1.11.N)SAT data into
1
7sub-sets or photomorphic regions may nrovide a very economical sampling
	
s
strategy for selecting sites for more detlile ,1 mersur(,-T:ients if many other
cnvir e)nnental variahlns •rove to be correlated uIth the similarity of
patterns on I,ATMAT imagery.
The over riding problem in small scale I-M use surve ys based on
orbital imagery appears to be the lack of a detailed methodology which
,)utlines the most nntisfactory techniques that could be used in ire
nreces_:ing, inter pretation, classification and the establishment of ground
truth and would he nn-,ro-Triate for u.-n by countries w!Fich do not possess
so-i liistic.ated eeuinment. Consn9liantly, it s p ells that the most lo^_,ical
aonroacl, in reviewing the existing F'state of the art" would be t-) consider,
in a general sense, n cross section of investigations and ap^,licntions
that lave been used in various studies around the world.
".2.	 RT?VIl7,' Or !":L VV,,T TW ITS') STATES P,ES^Ar('!!
".2.1. I TrO"1TICTIOII
Small scale Inn l line surveys utilising :-ISS Lan isat imagery ling been
undertaken in Many ini-ts of the wirl'i using a wide variety of techniques.
T')P ma;orlty of t!-es^ surv^_ys ! ^ve >J prn carried out in the ilnite.l StAteR
or by TTnited States organisations on he_ii.alf of forelgr, fovernmer.t or
organisations. Hownver, Vie s!tu.ltion in the Unites States is not tynicn.l
of the rest or the world, exclu liu ;  llort! , "astern uro;)e. 7•1•ast countries
F
	 have not T Fnd Via a-lvantages of extensive and u p to -late background information
In the form of tonogra lliic ma , )s, ngricultural statistics services. existing
lani - use m.-ps and rea-lily -accessible ne_rjnl photogrnnhy. Also, there !gas
been very active concern ti; the TT nite 1 States, during the lnst decade or
so, with the wi g
 e ran;inr effects of n•r ulntion nressurP on tle enviromment,
inclu , lin!^ the encroachment of urban P_- • nsion or. rural nre-s• t'?r introsion
of recreation pursuits on relativ(!ly untouched regions ns well as the many
Forms of environmental pollution. (Anderson & Ilnrdy (1)71, RAle an ri Bowden
(177.7 ), Place (1)7').
nThis concern over the future of the envieenm pnt has led to the
intro6iction of legislation nt State and local. government lev -319 which
has either directly or indirectly, inlltignted a series of land use surveys,
(Arnun et al l 073; Nunnnlly, 074; Carlson et al, 1)74). Furthennoro,
since 1370, n number of legislative prono.nis at Fedr-rnl government level
have been introduced including 'The Land I lse Policy and Plannlbng Assistance
Act of 1)7 " , " which aimed to develop and implranent A natural land use_
rolicy, in rnssocintion with State and local bodies, which would incorporate
environmental, aesthetic, economic, social and other factords The Act was
not passed in the House of S'e)rnsr!ittati.v,-s but it acted as a catalyst which 	
t
activated a host of investigations Vioughout the country by Federal, State 	 i
and local government organisations as well : • s manor tertiary institutions 	 !(
(Lindgren and Simpson, 1)7^; Shelton and hardy, 1174).
Some of th e main problems `.oreseen in tin imnlemnnt^t t on of the nfti
Federal Act wnre the ri-corling of the lan i isn c'iarattrrtstics 5 ,-3 that
future pinnning colild onerAte From a suitabin base rind Cie flevolonment of
a Method w'iich coul l ra?idly monit )r land rise changes. 1•lith the launc'iin-	 1
of ERTS 1 (LA.r)SAT) in July 1172 a vast amount of environmental information
became available every 1 , days ani this le^l to a wile variety of interrretation,
el r ssiFicntion end n-ri ;caking investigations. MIny of t'iesse were essentially
s
con ,-uter baso , l inventory tr_c!ini-i(!s Wiicli have been discuS g e 1 briefly in
Section where a broaA ran;e or -rticle_s on descri )tLrns arnl criticisms
'Inve been lintel. however, most of therm investigations hnv e- not reaOnt
the operational stage.
.2.2. GOZrAl, "VIM' 1
A n+imber of atu-iies havo investi-r ,.ated the extent to which conventional
image intor)rrtation and computer base! -iislysis techniques c „il t l , e a )flied
to WJ')SAT I q tn in order to detect, clrssifv and measure the extent or land
use over l.rge areas Oornbncl, and McK.ain 1 ) 74; ',3rown et al, 1 ) 7", fai lne,
R iFd kUU U C'.tidXrY CY I
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1 .17 1 .) But, is mentioned previrn)sly, nn,- of the nims of this -esn-rch i s
to consider rinromnlleatnd nnci ine!mnnsive toclmirues that may he kicorporated
Into a methodningy that cmild be aced in co+mtrins which lack sonhisticnterl
e ,:ui^ment and highly trnine%i staff. Therefore, the following discussion
will conenntrnte on presenting n general our.line of n number of relevnrnt
United States rnsenrch project which lave utilised W19SAT Intn to nrodr_rce
small scale ruwl land use m
€n s. however ns state , l aarli(,r. many of th e
nr.oce , b ► res adonted in most of these strr,iies cannot bo -nnlie3 in othor
countrlos because the Tt.S. resenrclhers have 1:- 1 the ridwnt.ign Of extensive
bnckgrour.d mat,—Hil nnil in some cases, . , ,ecinl hilt: an'/or lo-.., altitude
sub orbital nhotogranhy vans floxm to coinci.le i,,itih the ncruiaition of the
orbital iragery. An ntterr,t w1 7 1 he made to outline the level and direction
of the pre orocessLn , inturriretntion, clasaificatior, and ground truth
procedures ndopte-l.
One series of invest; - iti-3ns in t',e, Central Constnl ^e; ion of
Cnlifornie by TEstes. Viawn ani Sanger, Gei;ranhy "mi:)te Sensing, Tlnit,
11niversiti, of Cnlif ,)rrin, Sar,ti Rnrbnrn bPforn rant after I.APF)SAT irn&FOC -,4
hecame nvnilnble " , as shotm how small scale orbital and rircraft imngnr;•
could be used to invnstignte -nd rionitor regional Inn l use chnnrr_s.
(^stns and Sanger, 1 172). In later st^Ains, the ma for cimnirasis was pinceI
on tirc establislrn ^_nt of a -etaile •i data bare of the rer fon and n clnsslfi
cation s •rsteri gas .lrvised for the nre ,zrntion of lard !rse amp s nsi.nQ high
1 t=t 1 r le c ,)IoUr nllotogr^- i^ nn-1 gel( . tivo	 reconnsi s31ncF ^(7V1 ^ 9. 1 r7'^.
This background rintnrinl gas then used to evaluate the information cintent
of 1.AMBS.AT iri.i.oery with regard to lan-1 r ise map p ing and it inns f -xrn(i that
Cie cl,esification systen rr►ruire.1 modi f ication. In a , ldltion, they found
ti,at the spatial resuluLluU Jf Ole inagery )luced limitations on tie amount
of detail ti,Jt they could identif y . The w aa liest area classified -gas
?.F,41 sr. kn. which re- , rea(-ntr • ) anproximntel y 0.02(- dr. . cm. on the itnlPe
at a scale of 111 , 000,000. Bu ~ they claimed that the resolution restric-
tions could be off-set to a large extent by the synoptic overview pro 4 ded
by each Landsat frame.
In a recent report, Estes, 	
AMPIi 
and Sanger (1974) outlined the
procedure that they adopted in their analysis of Landsat data and provided
some guidelines that could be incorporated in the development of a
detailed methodology for the production of small scale lan9 use maps
employing unsophisticated techniques. These suggestions were derived after
investigations were carried out using N;SA ?L 11 v 9t" (111,000,000) black
and white transparencies of at least two spectral bands (usually ; and 7) and
LOX enlargements of selected portions of th y_ Landsat images which were
optically enhanced by magnifiers and st^reascopes. They believe that, after
Cie preparation of a suitable classification scheme and the establishment
of an adequate data base, tte following, stages should be followed:-
it (t) an initial ph:- r;e during -hick the image interpreters
familiarise themselves with the unique scales, resolu-
tion, contrast and tonal and te^rtural characteristics
of Landsat imagery
(ii) preliminary interpretation of _he imagery for represen-
tative test sites to determine the interpre z-abi% ty and
classification related inloruaition content of the
Landsat imagery
(!ii) evaluation and aodifi::ation of classification schemes
base's on the preliminary studies
(iv) completion of data base maps for the entire Californi,
test site
(v) the appaicacion of Landai t data to ancillary problems
with particular focu, on interfacing with and trying to
encourage resource management agencies and other user
groups to attempt to utilie Landsat type data on an
operational basis."
They concluded that Landsat data could be a valuable source of environmental
resource information but the comparatively poor spatial resolution creates
problems when a wide range of environmental phenomena are located in small
areas. slut, as they emphasised in previous reports, the synoptic overview
and the relative ease or repetitive monitoring and up - daLfng offer compen-
)
sating advantages.
The Geographic Applications Prograsm of the U.S. Geological Survey
(GCO GAP) has initiated a aeries of investig•itions involving 4raridjet
imagery. One study has considered the rhoenix quadrangle, Ari-ona ^nd,
initially, the project -, ,as designed "to make effective use of p,-_9L experience
in making land use maps and collecting land use information" and to inves-
tigate i.oays in which smell scale orbital .end aircraft imagery could be
utilised (Anderson and Place, 1)?1). The firs!. specific objective :as to
e
wake a small scale land use map (1:250,000) using Apollo 9 and aircraft
imnRery using at lsast eight major categories and several sub-categories
which could be identified and mapped. fhe second major objective -.4as to
develop a "geographically oriented dat.. 'yank of lend jse information" that
i
could eventually be digitised and the computer would "print out on all
L-nd use ,naps, land use information in tabul ;r form and to make several
different kinds of analyses of land us-".
The Phoenix quadrangle was chosen for i number of reasons including
the fact that considerable recent analytic research had been carried oue. by
the U.s. C-ological '"ur vey and a large ainount of current imagery .gas
available. also, the cliar shies and low 1 r_itude en9ured th t additional
Yimas,!ry from future mmned and un-m.{nned s .tellites should be .lv-:il .ule.
During the initial in.­ stivtion::, iw.igery wns ukainl y obtainai using
con„entional aerial camera: with a vart-tv or film-filter comhinati^na '--:t
c-in-tderable emph,sts was placed on colour infra-red photography. rn order 	 i
to verify the interpretations of the aerial photography, ground inioruwtion
was! collected by field tnnins. Occasionall, lo-.,r-flying aircraft - ,---re rittod
with "metric carver':s wit-Ii long focal langch,.” to collect photograpLic '..Lw lee
of grouou conditions wl;ieh could serve ; is ehe(;%s in the interFret ition of
the "lower re-Nlution satellite-type photography".
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rrotibly the greatest interest created by the initia P hoenLA
quadrangle study has been ita association with attempts to construct a
versatile classification scheme that could be used in preparing small scale
la:ui use map., from orbital imagery. The researchers agreed that, although
it was very unlikely that one ideal classification 4f land use would ever
be developed or accepted, there was a definita need for a standardised
approach. So, prior to the final construction of their classification
they listed certain criteria that shouid be attained viz
10 1. A minim level of scrairacy of about 35% to 90% or better
should be approached in the interpretation of the imagery
Laing used.
?. A well•ball.nced rolinbility of interpretation for the
several categories included in the classification schcmae
should be attained.
3. 4epeatnble or repetitive results should be obtainable from
one interpreter to another tend from one time of sensing
to another.
4. The classification shcame should be useable or adaptable
for use over an :xtensive ^-rea.
5. The categori g ation used in the classification -,,:Eeme should
permit vegetative and other ::oicr types to be :elated to
activity-oriented cntegories whenover possible.
,. Thu classification scheme should be suitable for use with
imagery taken at different timas during the year.
7. The classification scheme should permit effective use- of
sub-eatege.ies that can be obtained from ground surveys or
from the use of imagery available at a firs or scale or .401
the use of colour photography.
3. A need to collt^p.,se the categories of the 1RSSification scheme
into • ssuller dueber of sett gori" must be recognised.
-13-
f
,Oe-Alomparison witk-Land us* iaforr►stion cos^piled4 ; ^aarl ^
points in time and with data that will be collected in the
future s:.ould definitely be possible.
10. The classification sebeme should recogni ze the multi le-use^i 	p
aspects of land use whenever possible"
All
Detailed explanations of these criteria IL&s been reported in o separate
Arricl_a (Andersen; 1971)•-
A land use classification scheme for the Phoenix area was then
established and it was evaluated against the suggested criteria and, althotgh
some criteria could not be satisfied immediately * • the overall scheme worked
satisfactorily. The researchers concluded that land use maps, "of reasonable
a
accuracy and quality" could be compiled at a scale of it250,000 from orbital
imagery and that "agreement on a framework or scheme of land use classifica-
tion for use -rith orbital imagery will be necessary for effective use of
land use data". This desire for a satisfactory scheme was virtua=ly fulfilled
when a Land Use Classification System for use with Remote-Sensor Data was
presented in U.S. Geological Survey Circular 571 (Anderson, Hardy and Roach,
1972). The system was designed so that it could be used with remote sensing
i..sagery with minimal reliance on supplementary information at vo generalised
levels of categorisation (ie. Level t and level 2) (see Tables and ).
r_lso, a modified list of criteria r- yhich the system should meet based on those
previously proposed 	 A+9-,Tm4er and Place was included in the Circular. 	 ^^t •k t.•^^
Later investigation's in the Phoenix_ quadr^ngle were primarily designed
to test and verify the validity of the land use classification system
j	 proposed in U.S.G.S. Circular 1171 as well as analysin, the applicibility of
L a ndsat imagery for detecting land use changes and up-dating maps (Place,
1974). Landsat 1 ) 11 x ;" 111,000 , 000 transparencies were interpreted using
a range of t-chniques including; the use of colour composites and an t2S
colour additive viewer to create a number of specific colour composites
using selected spectral bands at different time periods. After testing many
tecr-; .ques the researchers claimed that the beat method of distinguishing
KEPRODUCIBUM OF THE;
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positem using bands 49 S and 7.
Another study initiated by the Geographic Applicatioe Program of the
V.S. Geological Survey has been reported by Alexander (1973x) who describedf-
the use of Landsat colour composite images in a preliminary study of land
°- use classification and land use change in the Central Atlantic Regional
ern1nf-40_-el Tes t_ Site ( CARETS).	 Significant land use changes were identified
using, conventional visual interpretation techniques and enlargements of the
colour composites in association with 1ti00, 000 maps produced from 1970 high
=
altitude pi^otography.	 These results were achieved after the interpreters
familiarised himsel f with the principal vis l^ l signatures of rho various
land use types as they appeared on the enlarged Landsat imagery. 	 Land use.
classification i-as basedon the U.S. Geological Survey Land Use Classification
System ( U.S.G.S. Circular 571) and the interpreter attempted to classify
the	 i-.ating land use to second l*vei of accuracy, ie. Level 2. 	 Attempts
were then made "to verify whether charges had actually occurred and whether
A- the correct interpretations of that change had been made" by utilising the
1972 Landsat underflight (U-2) photography of the area. The researchers con-
sidered that the results of the land use change analysis was highly promising
even without employing more sophisticated spectral signature techniques that
was possible with the Landsat multi-spectral data. They also claimed that
t
the high proportion of Level 1 and 2 land use was detected and identified
correctly.
L
_N•)iI;-
In another associated investigation l, Faadsat imagery of the CARETS
region was examined at a variety scales ranging from contact prints of 70 mm
fil:a cl-#ps supplied by N.A.S.A. (scale 10,360,000) to enlargements uo to
lt100,000 (Anderson, 1973b). One procedure that was found to be useful for
a regional overview was the production of an uncontrolled mosaic from enlarged
prints of band 5 iu
	 '> at 1: 1,000 , 000. A Tonal map based on ,risible tones
and-textures on tha,,;►,iv:, -ss constructed and the patterns were compared with
11
ME i A LAND USE CLASSIFICATIOR SYSM FOR USE WITH REHM
SENSOR DATA (U.S. Geological Survey Circular 6711
V.S. Department of the Interiors 1972)..,
Prepared bys J.R. Anderson, B.B. Hardyq J.T. Roach
LEI 1 Laval 2
1. Urban and Built-up Land 1. Residential
2. Commercial Services
3. Industrial
4. Extractive
5. Transportation, Communications,
and Utilities
6. Institutional
7. Strip and Clustered Settlement
F. Mixed
9. Open and Other
29 Agricultural Land 1. Cropland and Pasture
2. Orchards, Groves, Bush Fruits,
Vineyards, and Horticultural
Areas
3. Feeding Operations
4. Other 
3. Rangeland 1. Grass
29 Savannas (Palmetto Priaries)
3. Chaparral
4. Desert Shrub
4. Forest Land 1. Deciduous
7. Evergreen (coniferous and Other)
3. Mixed
5. Water 1. Streams and Waterways
2. Lakes
3. Reservoirs
4. Bays and Estuaries
5. Other
6. Unforested Wetland 1. Vegetated
7. Bare
7. Barren Land 1. Salt Flats
2. Beaches
3. Sand other than Beaches
4. Bare Exposed Rock
5. Other
8. Tundra
9. Permanent Snow and Ice Melds
i
TAM
	
i TWATM t PROPOSID n tdb*.
	
A LM IXR
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM FOR USE WI= RBMOTE SENSE Dft
y	
.
Pt"W d by'
	
Ra'-AAe W*iftS	 `.,0f+e^gs'
U.S. Geological`Surveyj Octobelty 1973
Le "L 1	 Leval 2
lslUrban and Built-up Land	 to Residential
to Cone tetial and Servieq
(including institutional)
3* Industrial	 +
4. Extractive (excluding strip
mining, quarries, and gravel
pits, etc.)
5. Transportation, Communications,
and Utilities
	 {
6. Mixed (including strip and
clustered settlement)
7. Ope* : and Other
2, Agricultural Land	 i. Cropland and Pasture
2. Orchards, Groves, Vineyards and
Ornamental Horticultural Areas
3. Confined Feeding Operations
4. Other
39 Forestland	 1. Deciduous
2. Evergreen (amif arous and others}
3. Mixed
4, Wetland	 1. Forested
2. Non-forested
5. Rangeland	 1. Herbaceous Range
^. Shrub-Brushland Range
3. Mixed
6. Water	 1. Streams
2. Lakes
3. Reservoirs	 {
4. Bays and Estuaries
5. Other
7. Tundra	 (Proposed level-2 categories are
currently under study in Alaska and
will be reported separately)
8. Permanent Snow, Icefield, 	 (Proposed level-2 categories are
and Glaciers	 currently under study in Alaska and
will be reported separately)
9. Barren Land	 1. Salt :Mats
2. Benches (including mudflats)
3. Sandy Areas other than Beaches
4. Bare %x.)osed Rock
5. Strip mines, quarries, and
gravel pits
6. Transitional Areas
7. Other
(from Third ERTs l'ymponium, p .A.^.A., 1974, pp. 31-32)
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existing small scale maps of the region representing relief, land surface
forma l geology, soils, vegetation, forest types and land use. As mentioned
previously, it was found that the zones located on the L.ANDSAT mosaic most
closely resembled t' patterns on the existing small scale land use map.
This discovery supported the hypothesis of the CARETS investigators that
remote sensor derived data sets on land use and land use change should become
the basis for a regional information system which could serve the needs of
regional planners and land managers.
Many other studies have been independently initiated throughout
the United States and land use maps with various scales and/or classifica-
tion systems have eventuat^d. In Nebraska, a 7 colour 1:1,000,000 scaler
Level 1 general land use map was produced during the summer of 1973 for the
State Office of Planning to assist in the preparation of recommendations
for land use planning regul tions (Carlson at al, 1974). A larger scale
1:-.1 2,500 Level 7 supplementary land use map was also produced in a pilot
study using aerial photographs. It is interesting to note that no reported
attempt was made to utilise band..at imagery at Level 2 classification. The
major purpose of the small scale map was "to be a tool for orientation and
for visual impact of both the land use data and remote sensing applications.
LPrie^'
This was achieved by considering -t-andsmt imagery at 1:250,000 scale and then
r^to 1x1,000,000. The major interpretrition technique involved the
use of colour additive viewer with various filter and spectral band combina-
tions in order to enhance certain categories. No details of ground truth
procedure used in the prodsction of the small sc.ile L111Lp were provided but
the authors stated that after field checking the map was found to ba 90;.
i
I
accurate.
3ro.m et al (1)71), 'lniversity of Minnesota, in cooperation Ath
regional, State and Federal agencies associated with land management
responsibilities, examined Lzndsat 1 imagery to determine its suitability
for satisfyin; some of I.-he lens use dat:^ needs in their state. They
developed land u e cl ;iss definitions that could be operationally e;aployed
within the overall framework of the existing Minnesota Land Management
-1 ^-
System. They distinguished four broad areas of land use in their test site
and did not consider the guidelines provided by U.S.G.S. Circular No. 671.
However, before they made their final tictailed classification they consulted
local and State land and resource management authorities regarding their
information needs. overall, they found that the potential of tho Landsat
imc;gery as a basis for mapping land use information was beyond their
`	 expectations and that, by using high quality imagery at appropriate seasons
of the year, their unsophisticated techniques yielded much more detailed
land use detail than existed at that time. Chis they claimed was achieved 	 j
1
in their state which was already regarded as a leader in the field of land
managmrent. The ►nain interpretation procedures in 3olved the use of 70 Mm
positive transparencies which were projected individually or combined in a
11ini-A.ddcol viewer. The colour combined schemes were photographed and
projected for interpretation at scales ranging, from 1:250,000 to 1:30,000.
Later experimental analys is inzluded ,^, n itaage an,-ilyser which provided
density slices from 1:1,000,000 positi 3e and negative transparencies. The
i:uLhor:. stated that ground truth procedures were carried out to suppor,
their in 3estigations and that they iaere b-sed on field in 3estigations and
a variety of aerial photographs but did not elaborate.
Sweet et ni (i)7') hare used LAND"AT 1 nd "kylab imagery in association
trith conleational anti:uu1Li -spectral underflight photography and r•^dto metric
ground observations in experimentA studiss ur•ing a wide range of interpreta-
.ion techniques. A snide r: nge of interpretation er j utpnent has been
available including 	 uulti-specLral viewer end density slicing colour
vie^,Yer with built-in electronic planlmeter. I,ANT)SAC 1 MSS dntn was
received periodic , lly in 70 pan, 24 cn	 ^': cn im.:gery and digitised tape
fornuits. After this in/asLigation, they concluded that N.A.S.A. satellit%s
could provide the data necessary for comprehensive and routine inventorying
and ma-iping of Ohio' a-itural nd cultural [natures at stile of 1014,000
and smaller at less cult and WiLi, better .tccur.icy than with previous
techniques. They have used the U.S. Geological ` purvey Circular No. 01
RETRODUCIBIUN OF 7717
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Lana Use rl•lssificr:tion as the basis for their land use surveys.
,,.esearchers at University of California, Riverside also found that
L A^,:vSo
46wtdeat 1 imagery has Brent potential for monitoring land use change as
well ns a data source for future regional planning in the Northern
Coachella Valley, California (Bale and Bowden, 1973). Their research
was activated by the concern of Federal and State agencies who wanted
to monitor the effects of the recreational pursuits of people from the
heavily populated coastal plain on the sensiti 3e .-irid environment.
iruffd'sat 1 imagery eras used .is the primary data source and high altitude
photography was obtained from U-2 and ':3-57 flights to assist in inter-
pretation and "ield : ,rode. Land use cl ssification was based on previous
conventional surveys. K)st of the mapping was accogplished using
enlarged positives or projected slides ta'cen `rom images previously
projected onto the screen of an additive viewer using bands 4, 5 and 7.
Two different formats of i.an3sat 1 imagery t •ere used in the viewer to
produce false colour 1^w.ges. selected portions of 24 x 14 em 1:1,000,000
positi 3e transparencies and complete 70 inM 1:3,360,000 positive transparencies 	 t
were used with various filters. The use of the enlarged selected portions
of the larger scale transparencies alloi•red vic-Ang on the vies- plate at
approcimately 1:150,000 but provided less resolution than the 70 mm trans-
parencies. Further enlargements up to 1:,2,500 for the actual m<:pping
proc .,es was achieved by producing po-;itire enlargements or by projecting
511des of portions of the reconstructed image on the colour viewer view
plate. Phe researchers Chaim that "re;;oluLion usually e:aendcd to ..0
acre 1 / 3 sections" (appro ,r. 33 hectares) but • a, Setter There inten .e
sp o rtr-A signatures were ,issoci.ited with spcciCic uses. :round truth procedures
were carried out to verify the type and amount of land use chance and it
;7as found that there —are only two cases whnrr the l ,nd use had been m16-
int-rpreted but over,ll tl,e location of boundaries could not be determined
accurately. Several factors r_liaC influenced the quality and resolution
of lend use informa.ion obt.-tined during the in 3esti;ation were listed, vii
-1''-
the scale of the final map, the availability of secondary data sources,
the expertise of the interpreter end how fell he knows the area.
In addition to Cie general trend of complimentary remarks about the
agility of Landsat imagery to provide valuable data for the preparation of
satisfactory bases Cor regional planning, groups of researchers havu
emphasised how the Imagery can permit the rapid production of small scale
land use maps. For ex^mpl ,!, Lindvren •end Simpson (1973) produced in
1	 i
1.1-category map of ithode Island in 8 man-days but they did not discuss
the operational procedures. However, they claim that the map, displayed
considerable accuracy Then compered with uwips compiled from high ,altitude
aircraft i ►oagcry.	 1so, it the previously cnentionad investigation by
LaLes, Thor n and Senger (117'0 they reported that they produced -,n
3-category land u map oC the Central ,oasLal Region of California in
7 taut-days (an ; rea of 5',^.13 sq. kni) .
3.?. 3, LO'. 1 COST MID UNWP111 M,TCD fE;I yIQM%
It is apparent that few research projects have been undertaken in
the United ;tales specific'+lly to infesLi,ate unsophisticated ind inexpensive
Land ui .e mapping teclLnLc;ues. One interesting inve,tigation by Hardy,
1,1:aley and Phillip-; (1-)7',) of t'ornell ! !ni rersity vas carried out to develop
i loll co ;t, iaanu.:l techniques that could be used to cah rose LADS 1r 1
im,igt.:ry :and to prep re it "in suitable form-it [or use by users with --ide
-nd .-aried interest . rel?ted to land use ind natural resources information".
rhey -,!-.serted that "erperinnce has sho-rn that the more sophi:;ticcLed the
method of processing resource inCuruiaLion, the smaller is the nuriier oL
potential users of that information". They beli^ve th-t this situation is
mainly due Lo the f--,et 'I t :aost loc-1 0 "ict is associated :with resource
mnna,,e-jent decisions "do not ieel at ease with, or trust, inlorm,.Lion
prey-4red in a manner thev themselves c.nnot accomplish or duplicate".
Tier— )r,2, L!icy 1 if- : i ce	 [ed th-ir in ^r°i^. tt ions ~_o •.:arils io - co ^r.,
manual interpretation techniques incorpor.ting paotographic ,)rocesse3.
M.
During the initial stages the researchers experimented with films and
filters to provide a more balanced density range of the 70 mm Landsat
oh,,
film ,e}tps. this permitted the imagery to be enlarged to scales of
1:1',0,000 or larger with better spatial resolution. Positive transparencies
carefully prepared from the negati 3es were then run through the din-o
process and any of the spectral bands could be produced in cyan
magenta or yellow. 1-7hen band ; (yellow), band 5 (magenta) and band 7
(cyan) -;ere printed and superimposed they produced high quality false
colour images.
	
nl.irgemenL- of the fal::e colour images to scales as large
is 1: ,000 were made end the recorders cl-Im that information fur land
use clissif.ic,-tion could :till be interpreted.
Cther e^:perimrnts have been carried out by IT ,-, rdy, Skaley and Phillips
nd thil assert r_h-vt ' lalt'iourh work needs to ba continued or: the development
of a prediction model of the possible co^abinir_ionz colour and •ohzt they
rel~te to, we nave ',c:en ble to identi`y .ny 1 ind use information by
i o'-.tine it in a coluur of unique contrast A Lh its sucroundin a -(revs".
Furthermore, they claim that Lie prepared iur.,rery has high resolution
c-p hi l i ti es and bound-ries bet;,enn contr s tir7 colours .and hues me
sharp. Chcy -lso m.iintain thIt this iiaa ,.zcry c n be used for Lhe direct
trr,ncf.er of data. at scalen of 1050,000 (with map units of arpror. ^S
E	 hectares) to 1:[50,77-) or larger and —itl pro;nction technieu-s and
ine:pensi. ,._ equipra2nt it ..n provide. 	 c ._11•n'- result, at 1:'',000 or
larger. i+lso, they 1 ► ., 3e suggested i simple procedure for data e:.: racti:1n,
,ri - .
	"1. Prepare	 b•,se map at the d--irr!d scale . 'rith a fear
geographic raiaronces sucli ;&a lakus and stredw".
111.
"race region. if l.Zfte-3-me identi f ied ,aa homogenous
;pectr:l category onLo Lhc o 3erl.q.
:onstruct a spectral map from di`L-•renL curnposite0 to
	Fill in	 de-crud inform.-i--ion 	 the ... pp-d rrei.
c.
e1.It.: ,ra•s to Jnivursal .r .r 	 r_.: .;ert,ILor ;oordiii -es
and record on appropriare forins f(r computer storage and
retrieval.
i
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The oecn=*rig of this procedure was verified by comparison with lo!•r altitude
photographs, existing land use surveys and field checking and results have
shown "a high degree of correlation, usually close to or over 90% 11. The
researchers have found this technique very useful for up dating previous
inventories, analysis of seasonal change, compilation. of ne:oruaps ea. forestry
and agriculture, the isolation of one specific land types or land use and
that it has been used by planning agencies rind number of state agencies.
The claimed aclvant::ges of Lh,: system are its low cost, high accuracy levels
wide selection u: operational scales, the waterial is readily understood
and that it does not require expensive ,nd sophisticated equipment. They
maintain that "the wliol,: process can be carries] out anywhere in the world
with equipment costs of $10,000 or less". Un-ortunritely, the last assertion
tends to contradict one of the main objective,, vi%. ^ low cost system because
the researchers' perception of low co,-,L way not necessarily match Ulu views
of researchers in other Countries.
It appears that no recent coinhrehc ,nsive r.eviev of 1J.S. inve>ti gat ions
that have used unsophistic ated techniques to produce sinall scale rur-il land
use reap , has been puulished. however, .Joyce (074) has preiiented a concise
sunuuciry of some inLarpretat:ion and classification techniques using mainly
U.". examples. Ue st.ltcs eh.it con 3ention'il ji^;ual interpretation of 1.153
iii gery using hues of tone, texture and paLtorr ,. to de,:inc lane: use has been
th e mor;t comanon lilethoil u.ied and all LeviA 1 . , nd ia . iny l,l:vl.l ^ catevaric`S
%torc iclentified nit ;icceptablu level:..
	
,Li(;- •.nib WhiLc imagery of individual
i
lands and colour coi:iposites constructed caiinly froia biuids 4, r> and J have
been tlic primary datl-1 b.ises anti the most sa g a,:ractory results hive been
achieveil t,y interpreting; culour c:umpoALus at icL:les rani;ing from 1:1,000,000
to 1:100,000 with 1050,000 being the uio,t coimnon. lie ako asserts :iuiLaule
re,%ults have been obtained using simple .o r-hninues inrol. 3ink optical
m-! gni f in ; in:;trunirnr.-, and st:iindard i : t ,10'1, 0') q colour compo •A tee:, or L
direct visc•al int_erpruLaLion ol. the enlargud colour composite. 1'11e most
RT'r 110 DiT" jf3IT.ITy nr
'J(*1WJ, TAGE 1W f'VUr
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common smallest unit area that h:ls been consistently identified and measured
1)
has been 1! 0 acres (1u0,000 m) Whilst some researchers have claimed to have
achieved 10 acres ( 110,000 m 2 	A higher degree of classification has been
obtained using additive viewers and other more refined enhancement techniques
but Joyce point out that they are time consuming and require special equip-
ment and skilled operator:;. In addition, lie maintains that the increase in
the number of Level 1 categories that can be identified and the improvement
in the level of accuracy does not warr.inL Lite marked increase in cost and
time. llv also uses this argument for most Level ' categories but lie does
concede that the colour enhancemenL techniques can be very beneficial in
extracting spucialisod information not genur :l lly required at Level '), lie
believes that there are advantages and dis:tdvant.ages associated with both
the visual interpretation *)nd computer b.ised cl :..issifiea tion syst o-ins and
that: some balanced cot,tbinntion of the t: o - ill need to be produced in order
to e::Cr:tct the ui^.xiumm . 1m:)ur1L of infurm:stiun from the LNIUSAi data.
Peterson (197 , ) has produced .a short article designed to as-Ast
geographers interest.cd in land us:e rna;)pint; .-tttl has suggested cerr.An
Luchnigrtas that could be helpful. He dues noL su83esL any special pre-
proces sing of the data other than the nurr::ctl "off-the-shelf" maturial
available fro;a	 Ile also suggests Chat. the U.`, 0eolorJic:Al 'purvey
ircul.ir No. .71 Land Use ;i-,s::i isitiun ', .: t_e1a could be usod in :s;sociation
with a culour ( , oding .;ystei;t proposed b • P tludari ^ 1971) at n ,c,ilu of
1.:1,000,000.	 tho int firpro at:ion proce-:Iurn> are unsopl•inticated
aii(I designed for tit,". dolilluaLion^categorio , . .:C 'lie sant._ scale. Tho :•,uLhor
stresses: that the use of imagery from different seasons is important: for
nccttr;, te interprer.'ition. No around trittl techniques '.,rere presentod.
3.2.4.
uv;,rall, the United States researchers have considered a very wide
range )f tochniques in thr! prn -proses-An^, i.ntirpretrrtion, clnssific-r_ion
area ground Lrur.h stage;;• however, mo:,t reports of their studies have unly
placed emphasis on a few of these aspsets. For example, some prn,ent
detailed %ccount!: of their in':esti,;ation:, into pre-processing techniques
F
li
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(llardy, 1071; llardy et :11, 107 14; Drag;,, 177':) or thoir attompt:., to cl.isAfy
land use (Nutvsn :' ly :.and t'litau.r, 19.:; ^.ndcrson and Placu, 1971; Anderson,
1971; Anderson et al, 19i 1 ). Ver , few r •• 3earchcrtl have attempted to l;i 3e
extensi' ►e descriptions of ground truth , , nd intumpretaLion procedur•ss
although :iccur:l•:y level, halve often been :;tilted. This la;1y 11a1c: barn due
to the fact *hit the very ,;ood supply of secondary inforniaL,on in the form
of existing detailed land u:;e, and topo^trapltic Maps as well its low and high
altitude photo,ar^phy could Livt? pr.ovirlcd I. •• tah l +,sistance.	 ^Yr, is u+rty hr-,re
bean (L" t 1.11at. Ulorrc t:'.C!?lal!U33 ba,.ro b • t.al t11::(jtA ILC '-.7 r:;porLc+.l in otal::r
investi-:iLions. filter-_-Core, it ' I pp(mr:i i . l +. n) publishecl report o: miny
United `;tntes trivnst_i?at.ion can be user! t:a pr.o • 3i(lc adequit.? +^ui^le?.in	 for
Oct production of ml-111 ;c:;lc rural 1. --nil u - I:utp': 	 iiwiruwl using
inexpensive technicueti.
Probably the ;naior (!L-act cont_ri miii.on o l: the llnit.nd ctatea
has be^n :file dcvelopmm-, ^)5 ''hc l •nil u:. :1. ..;:i:Lanion 	 E,)r u:.s
with re,ui;te sensor dat •1 by '_he U.S. GcoLuf,ic+l ",urvev (Anderson, 1)7l; i•nder-
son .lnct Plane, 1971: %nder ,on et. rl, 1 t 7''; "nd•X-;on, V)i r') '.:hied .1'-.:cx.)ted to
sr ml irrli -, In-.0 we m np ,ing throe: ;hou'-
	
S`.	 *;.	 :•,n; tha . .-lei:. aitl has
bc ;2ii acilt.,:wed t:o it l:.rne it.-A ML is lnaii` , or Lll : r-scent reports ,a`, , . !^-aVl@d
to adop t it. However. , thi i Ivry hn,.Pe born i,t , ? to c cpendioncy on tit- pert. of
re 9 N
t}1, ]'^ S^ rL'h^.r	 ?17(1 I )!i!y nJ.l	 I^I'1"1'	 .^:;i	 ! i.	 rur c(ltl	 n: 'M:	 :1	 ^'.Qi^.
Also, it luny ha 3a be •, l c au:cl l bY the	 It the r.(,•;:? real Ar •air'. ^cl i:nr
or uriv hn •;e been spon •• ored by nn ornanl • . ,Unn that: h•?r1 acr p `,i;rl the ^cl+ielnr..
: • U ao reni9 'irchcrs, "it)	 J.'r,	 b{'.:n r	 .: 1	 i y	 1	 . ..(: !'1^:"	 r. 1'. t
had Ulan esL;Ib1iSiW(i buturC 61C lJ.!). Goolo-j ';al ',tlrvey
int:roducnd.
;.n ^,^'.n..ral,	 11.	 '. r.:	 .rcilcr	 L•^v	 _	 i s•:d t.11.,':	 t!I • :	 ::;nupr.i.:	 .^	 ••r-
vie.J and Jvi r-tpidii.y of	 d.-t.,	 cullecLi...	 li	 L	 . 'iv,n I..;Nil',:.f	 :;'..;	 i:liaii.:rj
distinct•. ndvant..lgeq iii ;mall	 Sc -,1f1	 lnnrl	 • 1 ^-:	 r.nrlic, by	 •, rovidi.n o,	 a,:c..	 i.;ed
1 uul +s..i: in s orr:lr+ti^n	 '•:i1 .lC. :1:..:i ^Lia , i^. .!^^ clu niLurill:, u^.	 ^.	 ._' '1 ..
I
n :	 j
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